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ABSTRACT This paper proposes the droop control algorithm formultiple distributed Battery Energy Storage

Systems (ESS) with their state of charge (SOC) feedback, shown to be effective in providing grid services

while managing the SOC of the ESS. By extending the mathematical links between the ESS SOC and power

dynamics for frequency regulation, this paper elaborates on how the proposed scheme integrates multiple

ESS into the load frequency control and the ESS effectively augments the functional roles of the incumbent

generators. The control performance for a group of ESS in grid operations is evaluated and characterized

by using metrics such as the cut-off frequency and settling time, and the initial and final value theorems.

Theoretical insights and practical issues are discussed. Various numerical examples and case studies for a

simplified Australian network with high penetration of renewables demonstrate the validity and efficacy of

the proposed method.

INDEX TERMS Energy storage system (ESS), frequency regulation, reserve, droop control, state of charge

(SOC), energy feedback, SOC management.

I. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of an energy storage system (ESS) changes

the paradigm of a power system, and gradually plays an

important role in the frequency regulation (FR) of the system

to balance the energy generation and consumption. Numerous

ESS installation projects are being conducted by various util-

ities such as PJM [1], NYISO [2], ERCOT [3], KEPCO [4],

etc. [5]–[8]. Sandia National Laboratories has made a signif-

icant effort in this regard through collaboration with utility

companies and reported the multifaceted benefits through

studies on a DOE ESS program [9]–[12]. Moreover, FERC

has recognized the importance of an ESS and enacted the laws

‘Order 755’ and ‘Order 784’ to encourage ESS installation for

utilities [13], as well as the revised regulations ‘Order 819’

related to the sale of a primary frequency response (PFR)

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Fabio Massaro .

service, permitting the sale of PFR services based on market-

based rates. These laws were enacted to foster competition in

the sale of PFR services and expand the ancillary services

market [14]. Conventional frequency coordination is well-

constructed in the following order: inertia response, governor

response, and automatic generation control (AGC) [15]–[18]

and this should be co-operative and coordinated with FR ESS

for effective frequency regulation. As future grid might be

operated with low system inertia weakening frequency sta-

bility due to a high penetration of renewable energy sources

(RES), the role of ESS can become even more important

for the reinforcement of the stability for upcoming grid.

Against this backdrop, various studies on ESS applications

have been carried out. SOC feedback method for ESS droop

control has been analyzed in the frequency domain [19], [20].

Droop control with a certain amount of power for an ESS

was conceptually introduced [21]. The effectiveness of the

droop set point adjustment as a load frequency control (LFC)
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has also been illuminated [22]. The management of an SOC

to obtain potential reserves using penalty functions has been

described [23]. Adaptively adjusting the droop rate has also

been researched for a vehicle-to-grid (V2G) system in consid-

eration of SOC [24], [25]. Amicro-grid consisting of PV/ESS

has also been explored [26]. DC grid droop control for a

matching SOC has been illuminated [27], [28], and an ESS

application in a multi-terminal HVDC was introduced [29].

Research on SOC control for a hybrid ESS [20], [30], and

hierarchical control of the SOC in a DC grid, have been

carried out [31]. Several studies have attempted to employ

a droop method with SOC management and feedback [24],

[25], [31]–[35]. Some of the research presents sensitivity

studies in different grid conditions [36]. However, studies

on an ESS aggregation method for frequency control coor-

dination are still in the development stage. Reference [19]

proposed a droop and SOC feedback method for the harmo-

nious integration of multiple ESSs. Whereas the principles

and benefits of the droop control with SOC feedback for an

ESS are presented in [19], this previous study focused on

frequency domain analysis of the ESS operation and control

with SOC feedback method.

In this study, we propose the ESS aggregation method

based on the droop control with SOC feedback method and

analyze this using several indicators, thus academic contribu-

tions of the research can be summarized as follows:

• Mathematical formulation of the droop control with off-

set based on SOC feedback

• ESS aggregation method in coherent area

(ESS size and the number of parallel ESS change)

• Theoretical insight of ESS from various viewpoints

(the response time, the spectrum of compensation, and

operating point change)

• Effectiveness of ESS for the system with low inertia

constant.

ESS aggregation using the droop control with SOC feed-

back are suitable for the existing frequency regulation (FR)

by providing assistance to the inertia and governor actions,

as can be seen in Fig. 1, which shows that an ESS recov-

ers the SOC during the AGC regulation period, and that

the energy for SOC recovery is supported by generators

with AGC.

Herein, we demonstrate that the ESS aggregation using

the droop control with SOC feedback are suitable for the

existing frequency regulation (FR) by providing assistance

to the inertia and governor actions, as can be seen in Fig. 1,

which shows that an ESS recovers the SOC during the AGC

regulation period, and that the energy for SOC recovery is

supported by generators with AGC. The remainder of this

paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the droop

control with SOC feedback method, Section III explains the

theoretical operation mechanism, Section IV presents the fre-

quency stability using the droop control with SOC feedback

method, Section V shows the case of renewable integration,

and in Section VI, we provide some concluding remarks

regarding this research.

FIGURE 1. General information of frequency regulation with ESS and
existing generation system: Coordinated roles of the ESS and incumbent
generators along the operational time frame.

II. DROOP CONTROL AND SOC FEEDBACK METHOD

A. SOC CALCULATION OF ESS

The SOC of a battery is often calculated by integrating the

current [37], [38]. Since this relation is between current and

SOC, it does not directly express the relationship between

battery power and SOC. By assuming that the internal voltage

of the battery is constant, the current is proportional to the

power. The SOC of the ESS can then be directly calculated

using the energy concept by integrating power and the trans-

fer function can also be derived as shown in (1) and (2),

respectively. The dynamics of SOC and Power of ESS is used

for establishing a link between the SOC and grid frequency

change.

SOC(t) = SOC0 +
1

E · h

∫ t

t0

P
ESS

(t)dt (1)

1SOC0(s)

1P
ESS

(s)
=

1

E · h
·
1

s
=

1

K
E
s

(2)

where SOC0 is the initial SOC , E is the nominal capac-

ity of the battery (MWh), h indicates a factor to change

hours seconds (h = 3600), P
ESS

is the battery power (MW),

1SOC0(t) = SOC(t) − SOC0, and KE
= E · h [MW·sec]

is the energy of the ESS in joule (ESS capacity based on the

number of seconds).

B. DYNAMICS OF SOC IN RESPONSE TO FREQUENCY

CHANGE

Droop control aims to share the burden among ESSs and

generators for a frequency regulation. The droop rate (R
ESS

)

in (3) denotes when the frequency (1f) deviates, and the

supporting units offer the power. The different droop rates

(R
ESS

) will provide different degrees of power in response to

the frequency deviation (1f ) in (3).

The relation between power and SOC in (2) and droop

equation in (3) can be combined and expressed as the relation
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between frequency variation and SOC in (4).

1P
ESS

(t) =
1

R
ESS

· 1f (t) (3)

1SOC(s)

1f (s)
=

1

R
ESS

·
1

E · h
·
1

s
=

1

R
ESS
K

E
s

(4)

C. THEORETICAL REPRESENTATION OF DROOP CONTROL

WITH SOC FEEDBACK

The droop control with SOC feedback method is developed

as an energy management method for FR ESS application.

In this method, for the management of the SOC level,

we subtract the frequency offset (fofs) from the frequency

deviation as in (5) for the ESS power calculation [19]. The

frequency offset is a feedback value converted from the SOC

to the frequency unit. So, frequency offset (fofs) is calculated

by multiplying SOC with Kf as in (6).

The parameter Kf plays the most important role in this

method, which is the conversion factor between SOC and grid

frequency for SOC feedback as in (7).

1P
ESS

(t) =
1

R
ESS

(1f (t) − fofs(t)) (5)

fofs(t) = 1SOC(t) · Kf (6)

Kf = (fofs,max − fofs,min)/SOC tot (7)

where 1f = f − fn, 1SOC = SOC − SOCcen, 1PESS
is the

charging power of the ESS, 1f can be both the frequency

deviation and the reference of the frequency offset, fofs is

the frequency offset, 1SOC is the SOC deviation from the

central value, Kf [Hz/%] is the allocation of the SOC range to

the frequency compensation range, fofs,max is the maximum

of the frequency compensation, fofs,min is the minimum of

the frequency compensation, and SOC tot is the SOC control

range such as zero to 100.

D. MECHANISM OF DROOP CONTROL WITH SOC

FEEDBACK METHOD

The droop control with SOC feedback method is an ESS

frequency regulation method considering the SOC as SOC ref

proportionately changes by following frequency deviation

for management of the ESS energy (SOC) according to the

degree of frequency variation.

Fig. 2 from (2), (5), and (6) shows the droop with SOC

feedback method from two perspectives: (a) frequency offset

feedback and (b) SOC feedback.We addedKf for a frequency

offset feedback from the SOC in Fig. 2(a), whereas 1/R
ESS

andK
E
are the existing droop controller and SOC calculation,

respectively. To calculate1SOC ref in (8), SOCcen is assigned

for a nominal frequency fn, implying that, when frequency (f)

reaches the nominal frequency (60 Hz), SOC ref reaches the

central value (50%), linked through Kf, as in (8).

1SOC ref(t) = SOC ref(t) − SOCcen

= (f (t) − fn)/Kf = 1f (t)/Kf (8)

1f (t) − fofs(t) = 1f (t) − 1SOC(t) · Kf

= (1SOC ref(t) − 1SOC)(t) · Kf (9)

FIGURE 2. Block diagram of droop control with SOC feedback method
from two different perspectives: (a) frequency offset and (b) SOC
feedback points of view.

where fn indicates the nominal frequency, f is system fre-

quency, SOC is the measured SOC, SOCcen is the center

of SOC, e.g. 50% when SOC tot is 100%, fn is nominal fre-

quency, SOC ref is SOC reference, and1SOC ref is a deviation

of SOC reference from the central SOC.

Fig. 2(a) shows that the frequency deviation is the ref-

erence and the frequency offset is a feedback signal. Thus,

the frequency offset intends to follow the frequency deviation.

For example, if a frequency deviation occurs (1f ), the droop

input (1f − fofs) proportionally changes the power 1P, and

determines the SOC (1SOC). Then, the change in 1SOC

creates a change in fofs; as a result, 1f − fofs will be zero

in the long term.

Fig. 2(b) shows the droop with SOC feedback method

from the SOC perspective. In this figure, when a frequency

deviation occurs, the change in 1f leads to a change in the

SOC reference (1SOC ref) in (8). Then, this will lead the

change of the power 1P, based on the value between SOC

reference (1SOC ref) and the measured SOC (1SOC), and

this results in a change of 1SOC . Finally, 1SOC ref −1SOC

will be zero in the long term. It is important to note that the

droop with SOC feedback method can be implemented in two

ways.

The droop with SOC feedback method enables the SOC

to proportionally follow the frequency deviation, which indi-

cates that a slight frequency deviation results in a slight

SOC change, whereas a large frequency deviation leads to

large change in SOC. To summarize, the droop control with

SOC feedback method manages the SOC automatically and

supports the system frequency as the ESS has limited energy.

E. OPERATIONAL BEHAVIOR OF METHODOLOGY

For the behavior explanation, we compared two ESSs with

different levels of SOC for two frequency deviation cases,

in Fig. 3, and the frequency deviations are assumed as con-

stant values for a solid understanding.
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FIGURE 3. Illustration of droop control with SOC feedback method;
subtracting the frequency offset from the frequency deviation.

The relationship between two y-axes (SOC and 1f ) are

directly connected through Kf in Fig. 3 as in (6)-(9); thus,

SOC1 and SOC2 turn into the frequency offsets (fofs,1 and

fofs,2) added to the droop slope.

The frequency deviation 1fα and 1fβ (SOC ref,α and

SOC ref,β ) are linked to points α and β, and fofs,1 and fofs,2
(SOC1 and SOC2) are connected with the points A and

B. Namely, α, β, and γ are dependent on the external

power system, and A and B are dependent on the internal

ESS system.

If the frequency (1fα) deviates, ESS1 and ESS2 absorb

power as 1Pα,1 and 1Pα,2, respectively, indicating when a

grid has excessive power and the frequency increases, ESS1
with a higher SOC1 absorbs less power1Pα,1, and ESS2 with

a lower SOC2 absorbs higher power1Pα,2, because ESS1 has

a lower chargeable energy capacity than ESS2.

As a consequence, the power charge makes the SOCs

(SOC1 and SOC2) move toward SOC ref,α; in other words,

fofs,1 and fofs,2 move toward 1fα . Consequently, points A and

B are tracking point α.

In another case, when the system requires more power

generation or support, the frequency drops as1fβ . ESS1 with

a higher SOC1 discharges higher power 1Pβ,1, and ESS2
with a lower SOC2 releases less power 1Pβ,2, as the ESS

with a higher SOC1 has higher capacity with dischargeable

energy than ESS2 with a lower SOC2 (lower dischargeable

energy). In this operation, both points A and B are tracking

point β.

In this sense, we need to note that ESS1 starts with high

power (1Pβ,1) and SOC1 changes quickly; however, when

SOC1 of ESS1 moves to nearly 1Pβ,2, ESS1 discharges low

power and SOC1 changes more slowly.

III. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION OF AGGREGATION

METHOD FOR DROOP CONTROL WITH SOC FEEDBACK

This section intends to shed a clearer light on the behaviors

of this method through a mathematical explanation. A block

FIGURE 4. Block diagram of ESS application with SOC feedback on the
system.

diagram of a power system using a ESS with this method is

illustrated in Fig. 4 without a communication delay.

A. SOC RESPONSE OF ESS WITH DROOP CONTROL

WITH SOC FEEDBACK

This method provides the mathematical insight using transfer

functions by the frequency characteristics.

The transfer function of the SOC response can be derived

from equations in (10), (2), (5), and (6), resulting in (11),

which indicates that the SOC deviates, such as the first-order

filter in response to the frequency deviation.

Equation (11) is a transfer function to observe the relation

between 1SOC and 1f in Fig. 2(a).

This transfer function shows that SOC proportionally

changes by following grid frequency as first order function

with time constant (R
ESS

· K
E
)/Kf and

gain (1/Kf).

1SOC(s) =
1

K
E

· s
(

1

R
ESS

1f (s) − 1SOC(s) · Kf) (10)

1SOC(s)

1f (s)
=

1

Kf + R
ESS
K

E
s

(11)

B. POWER RESPONSE OF DROOP CONTROL WITH SOC

FEEDBACK ESS

The equation of the power response (12) can be derived

from (2), (5), and (6), which can be formulated into (13)

as a transfer function, and becomes a type of high-pass

filter (HPF), particularly the washout filter form with the

gain 1/R
ESS

and the time constant (R
ESS

· K
E
)/Kf.

1P
ESS

(s) =
1

R
ESS

(1f (s) −
1P

ESS

K
E
s

· Kf) (12)

1P
ESS

(s)

1f (s)
=

K
E
s

R
ESS
K

E
s+ Kf

(13)

This transfer function shows that ESS power only com-

pensates high frequency band (fast fluctuation) of grid fre-

quency, and ESS does not compensate low frequency band

(long-term grid frequency deviation) for the management of

ESS energy.
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FIGURE 5. Conceptial illustration of the different number of ESS in
parallel and different size of ESS.

C. ESS AGGREGATION ACCORDING TO ESS SIZE AND

DROOP RATE

When the ESS is installed on the power system, various

types of installations can be expressed in the form of the

change in size or parallel connection as in Fig. 5. This

types of installation (parallel connection and size change) can

be expressed using the change of droop rate (R) and ESS

size (KE).

If the distributed ESSs is installed on the power system,

these ESSs are considered as parallel connection and the

equivalent droop rate which is the factor of contribution to

the power system can be expressed as in (14) if droop rate of

ESS (R
ESS

) are identical.

RESS,eq =
1

1
RESS,1

+ · · ·
1

RESS,y

=
R

ESS

Y
(14)

where RESS,eq is equivalent droop rate of the ESSs, RESS,y is

the droop rate of the yth ESSs in pu, RESS is the droop rate of

single ESSs in pu, and Y is the number of parallel ESS.

In case larger number of ESS installed on the power sys-

tem, simplified and aggregated ESS model can help effective

simulation and decrease computation burden if it has identical

performance and contribution.

For the ESS aggregation, the converters with droop control

in parallel can be expressed asR/Y which is parallel converter

numbers. The size of ESS can be expressed as X · K
E
which

is multiple number of ESS. The transfer function of ESS

aggregation model can be derived as (15) and (16) as can

be shown in Fig. 6 based on the condition above with (11)

and (13).

1SOC(s)

1f (s)
=

1

Kf

1

(
X ·R

ESS
K
E

Y ·Kf
)s+ 1

(15)

1P
ESS

(s)

1f (s)
=

1

R
ESS

(
X ·R

ESS
K
E

Y ·Kf
)s

(
X ·R

ESS
K
E

Y ·Kf
)s+ 1

(16)

where 1P
ESS

is the ESS power, 1f is the frequency devi-

ation, 1SOC is the SOC deviation from the central value,

Kf [Hz/%] is the allocation of the SOC range to the fre-

quency compensation range, R
ESS

is droop rate of ESS, X is

X times larger ESS sizes, Y parallel numbers of ESS, and

FIGURE 6. Block diagram of ESS aggregation from two different
perspectives: (a) frequency offset and (b) SOC feedback points of view.

TABLE 1. Response characteristics of ESS.

K
E

= E · h [MW·sec] is the energy of the ESS in joule (ESS

capacity based on the number of seconds).

1) RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS OF CONDITIONAL

CHANGES IN FR ESS WITH SOC FEEDBACK

For the case study, three cases are developed to examine the

impact of change in ESS sizes (X) and parallel ESS numbers

(Y) on the control performance. In case of ESS size change,

we assume that converter rating is identical.

Equation (17) indicates the cut-off frequency of the ESS

transfer function at (13). Equation (18) stands for the settling

time (± error < 2%) from (19) in [40]. Table 1 presents

the gain (3), cut-off frequency (17), and settling time (18)

in each case for a different ESS sizes (X) and parallel

ESS numbers (Y).

fc =
1

2π

∣

∣

∣

Kf

(R
ESS

/Y )(K
E

· X )

∣

∣

∣

(17)

ts,ESS =
3.9(R

ESS
/Y )(K

E
· X )

Kf
(18)

ts,ESS = 3.9τ (19)

where fc is the cut-off frequency of the ESS, Y is the parallel

number of ESSs, X is the total size of the ESSs compared to

1The droop rate of the ESS is considered with the system rating, and the
frequency and SOC are the pu (60 Hz and 100% respectively). The system
base and rating are 1 GW. A single ESS size is 500 kWh.
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FIGURE 7. Bode plot of transfer function of droop with SOC feedback
in (13): Case 1, single ESS; Case 2, two ESSs; and Case 3, two-times
larger ESS.

a single ESS size, ts,ESS is the settling time of the ESS, ts is

the settling time (2%), and τ is the time constant.

To select the parameters, wemust consider thatKf is for the

SOC range to the frequency range in (10), the initial value of

the ESS power can be determined based on the droop rate,

as in (3), and the size of the ESS (K
E
) can be determined

for the coverage of the frequency using the cut-off frequency

in (18) and (19), respectively.

First, ‘Single ESS’ in Case 1 compares one ESS on one

converter with the other cases, in which the gain, cut-off

frequency, and settling time are listed as in Table 1.

Second, in Case 2 for ‘two ESSs in parallel,’ the droop rate

(R
ESS

) becomes half of the single ESS by (21), and the total

size of ESS (K
E
) becomes twice that of a single ESS. As a

consequence, the cut-off frequency and settling time remain

the same becauseX/Y is ‘1’ in (17) and (18); however, the gain

(Y/R
ESS

) increases twice in Case 1, as shown in Table 1, owing

to the decrease in droop rate by half based on (21). In this

sense, the distributed ESSs can independently regulate the

frequency together in a decentralized manner.

Third, ‘two-times larger ESS,’ namely, Case 3, indicates a

case with a double-sized ESS (X) without a parallel ESS (Y).

As a result, the settling time increases as indicated in Table 1,

and the cut-off frequency decreases to lower the frequency

band. The ESS with higher energy can support the system for

a longer time, although the initial value starts with an identical

gain as in Case 1.

2) ANALYSIS OF FR ESS WITH SOC FEEDBACK ON BODE

PLOT AND TIME DOMAIN

Figs. 7 and 8 compare the three cases in Table 1 using the

bode plot and time frame of the transfer function of (13).

In the bode plot in Fig. 7, the gain of Case 2 increases two-

fold compared to Case 1, thus the value of Case 2 on the time

frame is magnified to twice that of Case 1, as shown in Fig. 8.

The cut-off frequency and settling time of Cases 1 and 2 are

FIGURE 8. Response of droop with SOC feedback method: Case 1,
single ESS; Case 2, two ESSs; Case 3, two-times larger ESS.

FIGURE 9. Cut-off frequency in terms of the total ESS size (X) and parallel
ESS numbers (Y).

identical, as indicated in Table 1. Case 3 covers the lower

frequency band without a gain change, as shown in Fig. 7,

and the initial value of Case 3 is the same as in Case 1 but

provides a longer support, which shows that Case 3 covers a

lower frequency band.

Fig. 9 displays the interrelationship between K
E

· X and

R
ESS

/Y concerning the cut-off frequency of the case stud-

ies. Fig. 9 indicates that when the parallel ESS number (Y)

increases (the droop rate (R
ESS

/Y) decreases), the cut-off fre-

quency increases; however, when the total ESS energy (K
E
·X )

increases, the cut-off frequency decreases according to (17).

Furthermore, we should note that the cut-off frequency is

constantly maintained where X and Y match.

D. FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF POWER SYSTEM WITH

DROOP CONTROL WITH SOC FEEDBACK

1) INITIAL VALUE OF FREQUENCY WITH ESS USING SOC

FEEDBACK

The characteristic of the composite regulation in terms

of aggregated droop control is introduced in Kundur’s

book [39]. The initial and final points are intimately linked

with the composite droop rate (Req). Immediately after the

step change, the initial status of the ESS can approximate

that Laplace operator goes to infinity. Subsequently, the initial

value is the inverse droop rate of ESS as in (20).

1P(s)

1f (s)
= lim

s→∞

K
E
s

R
ESS
K

E
s+ Kf

· s ·
1

s
≃

1

R
ESS

(20)
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If the distributed ESSs can support the system, the initial

support starts with the equivalent droop rate of parallel ESSs

(R
ESS,eq

) and generators together (Req ), as in (21). The fre-

quency deviation supported by both ESSs and generators can

be described as in (22) with equivalent droop control.

Req =
1

1
RESS,eq

+ ( 1
RG,1

+ · · ·
1

RG,m
)

(21)

1f (s) =
1

D+ 1/Req
· 1P(s) (22)

where Req is the equivalent droop rate of the system including

ESSs and generators, RESS,eq is equivalent droop rate of

the ESSs, RG,m is the droop rate of mth generators in the pu,

and D is the load damping component.

2) FINAL VALUE OF FREQUENCY WITH/WITHOUT FR ESS

WITH SOC FEEDBACK

Based on the final value theorem, we can examine the ten-

dency of governor control with FR ESS with SOC feedback.

We should observe the SOC management from the ESS

when the frequency deviation continuously occurs without

the AGC. The final frequency value has a Laplace form

applying s = 0 as in (23), [40].

lim
t→∞

g(t) = lim
s→0

sG(s) (23)

where L[g(t)]=G(s), g(t) is a function of time, and G(s) is a

function of the Laplace formation.

The total transfer functions without/with ESS are formu-

lated as in (24) and (25), respectively, from Fig. 4. A system

event is assumed as a step function of the power deviation

(1P(s)/s). As a result, both (24) and (25) are converged

into the same result in (26). The power support of the ESS

diminishes for a long term, as in (26), and only the support

of the generators remains because the factor of the ESS does

not remain in (26).

1fss(s) = lim
s→0

s · 1P(s)/s

2Hs+ D+1/R
G

(24)

1fss(s) = lim
s→0

s · 1P(s)/s

(2Hs+D+ 1/R
G
)+(K

E
s/(R

ESS
K

E
s+Kf))

(25)

1f (0) =
1

D+1/R
G

· 1P(0) (26)

where 1fss is the steady state of a frequency deviation, RG is

the equivalent droop rate of the generators,H is an inertia con-

stant, D is the load damping component, 1P is a deviation of

power in pu, RESS is the droop rate of all ESSs, KE
[MW·sec]

the ESS capacity in joule, and Kf [Hz/%] is the coefficient

for allocation between the SOC and frequency compensation

range.

3) GRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF INITIAL AND FINAL POINTS

The initial and final points (22) and (26) are illustrated

as Fig. 10 based on net frequency sensitivity theory in

Kundur’s book [39]. The initial compensation from the ESS

FIGURE 10. Net frequency sensitivity for initial and final values of
frequency with ESS with SOC feedback, composite governor, and load
characteristics.

FIGURE 11. Outline of frequency deviation: Case A, without an ESS;
Case B, with droop control; and Case C, with the droop with SOC
feedback method.

and the generator power (1P
G

+ 1P
ESS

) is shown in the

x-axis of Fig. 10; consequently, the frequency slightly devi-

ates as 1f
G+ESS. In contrast, the long-term compensation

is not provided by the ESS due to the SOC management,

and only generators provide the power (1P
G
) without ESS

support in long term. Subsequently, the frequency deviation

moves to the final point in Fig. 10. The frequency from the

initial to the final points moves as a first-order function.

4) VERIFICATION OF INITIAL AND FINAL POINTS

In this section, three case studies are established to verify the

initial and final calculations based on Fig. 10, namely, Case A

is with only generators with droop control (governor), Case B

is with ESS using droop control (w/o SOC feedback); and

Case C is with ESS using droop control and SOC feedback.

In these case studies, the frequency drops and remains con-

stantly, as in Fig. 11, after the contingency at 50 [s].
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FIGURE 12. Block diagram of system for frequency stability study.

Case A indicates the deepest frequency deviation among

the cases owing to the droop control from the governor

in Fig. 11(a), because the ESS does not support the system.

Case B, which illustrates an ESS without SOC feedback,

offers power continuously, as shown in Fig. 11(c), which

highly reduces the frequency deviation in Fig. 11(a) and

linearly decreases the SOC in Fig. 11(b). However, because

the ESS has limited energy, the time of the power support

is also limited owing to a lack of ESS energy, as shown

in Fig. 11(b).

Case C, as illustrated in Fig. 11(c), shows that the power

of the ESS changes, similar to a high-pass filtered value, and

the frequency deviates, similar to a low-pass filtered value,

which create a compromises between the frequency support

and SOC management.

The initial power of the ESS equals the power in Case B;

however, the amount of power gradually decreases to zero

such as with a high-pass filtered value, as shown in Fig. 11(c)

and as indicated in (13). The change in SOC settles to a

single point, similar to a low-pass filtered value, as indicated

in Fig. 11(b) and presented in (11).

Consequently, the frequency deviation starts with the full

support of the ESS, as in Case B, but finishes without ESS

support, as in Case A. These characteristics are of particular

importance to understand the behavior of this method and

compromisingly seek frequency support and energy manage-

ment.

IV. INTEGRATION OF ESS WITH SOC FEEDBACK ON

POWER SYSTEM

To verify the efficacy of FR ESS with SOC feedback on the

frequency stability, the system is formulated using a turbine

and governor based on the reheat steam turbine generator

model [39], as indicated in Fig. 12 and Table 2. The transfer

functions of the governor and turbine are indicated in (27)

and (28), respectively. FR ESS with SOC feedback in Fig. 12

supports the power (1PESS), and the electrical power (1Pe)

includes fluctuations of renewable generation and contingen-

cies from the load, line, and other factors.

GGov(s) =
1

1 + sTG
(27)

GTur(s) =
1 + sF

HP
T
RH

(1 + sT
CH
)(1 + sT

RH)
(28)

TABLE 2. Parameters for frequency stability1.

TABLE 3. The parameters of parallel ESS (Y) and ESS Size (X).

A. FREQUENCY REGULATION WITH GENERATOR

DROOP CONTROL

This chapter aims to observe the characteristics of the droop

control with SOC feedback method, and thus we assume that

the frequency constantly deviates.

1) INFLUENCE OF ESS SIZE

For the ESS aggregation model, the case study is carried

out with changing ESS capacity. In this case, the droop rate

is fixed and the ESS capacity is changed, in other words,

in connection to one converter, a large ESS or a small ESS is

installed. Since the droop rate is constant, the initial power

compensation of ESS in response to frequency deviation is

identical although the size of ESS is different as can be shown

in Fig. 13. As capacity of ESS changes, the ability to maintain

SOC also changes, namely, the small ESS capacity is having

difficulties in maintaining the SOC. However, the larger ESS

capacity is with the ability to maintain the SOC and to com-

pensate for longer periods of time.

From the view point of the parameter, when the ESS

size (K
E
) increases without the change in droop rate (R

ESS
),

the initial power support is not influenced because the initial

power depends only on (1/R
ESS

), as indicated in Fig. 13(a).

The increase in the size of the ESS (K
E
) changes the sup-

porting time of the ESS power, as shown in Fig. 13(b),

which means that the cut-off frequency decreases and the

settling time increases. In addition, the change in SOC has

also different characteristics, in Fig. 13(c).

2) INFLUENCE OF ESS NUMBERS

To determine the differences among the ESS numbers,

we increase the parallel ESS numbers by identically changing

X and Y in (17) and (18). The cut-off frequency and time

constant of the ESS are fixed because the multiplication

between the joules of the ESS (K
E
) and the droop rate (R

ESS
)

in (17) and (18) remains constant. However, the differences in

the compensated frequency in accordance with the different

conditions in each case lead to the different responses of the

ESS power and SOC.
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FIGURE 13. The response of ESS aggregation model - ESS size change
with a constant droop rate: w/o ESS, single ESS, five-times larger size
(TLS) ESS, and ten-times larger size (TLS) ESS.

FIGURE 14. The response of ESS aggregation model - the number of
parallel ESS change (both of ESS size and droop rate) : w/o ESS, single
ESS, five ESSs, and ten ESSs.

Fig. 14 compares one, five, and ten ESSs in parallel.

The figure shows that the supporting power from the plural

ESSs reduces the frequency deviation in the short term and

changes the settling time in the long term as the number of

ESSs increases, as indicated in Fig. 14(a). The initial power

from each ESS in the short term, as shown in Fig. 14(b),

is reduced owing to the increased ESS numbers and the

responses have differences in the long term. Because of these

different power responses, the responses of the SOC also

have differences. The results in this section indicate that the

larger number of ESSs connected in a parallel manner can be

effective for the short-term frequency stability, because a fleet

of ESSs provides high power.

B. FREQUENCY REGULATION WITH LOAD FREQUENCY

CONTROL

Because the characteristics of the ESS can be defined as a

limited energy and faster action, whereas that of the gen-

erator can be defined as long-lasting energy and a slower

action, the ESS and generator can cooperate with each other

to cover the drawbacks of the others and to offer mutual

compensation.

1) ROLE OF ESS FREQUENCY COORDINATION

A reduced number of conventional generators is the root of

two problems: the reduced inertial energy and the reduced

aggregated droop slope of the system. Both problems are

located in the primary response, namely, the fastest section

in the frequency control sequence, as shown in Fig. 1. The

role of each ESS in the existing frequency compensation

procedure should be clearly defined for providing a well-

balanced ancillary service. Thus, we define the role of the

ESS for the existing FR based on the droop control with

SOC feedback method characteristics.

• Primary control: The static reserve (ESS) supports the

inertial energy and governor control.

• Secondary control: The generators take charge of the

frequency recovery; subsequently, the ESS recovers

the SOC.

2) COORDINATED GRID FREQUENCY CONTROL BETWEEN

GENERATOR AND FR ESS WITH SOC FEEDBACK

Mutual compensation between generators (slower action and

large energy) and ESSs (faster action and limited energy) is

available with the characteristics of the droop control with

SOC feedback method.

The support from a FRESSwith SOC feedback is placed in

primary reserve because this method operates with generators

owing to the droop characteristics. In secondary reserve,

a re-dispatch and AGC action eliminate the steady state

error of the frequency; meanwhile, a frequency recovery

leads to an SOC recovery. More precisely, the LFC oper-

ation drives the frequency to a nominal value, allowing

the generators to provide an enormous amount of energy

within a few minutes. Meanwhile, the ESS recovers the

center of the SOC (SOCcen), as indicated in Fig. 2(b)

and Fig. 3, when the frequency returns to the nominal

value (fn). Namely, in primary reserve, the ESS takes the

responsibility of supporting the governor action. In secondary

reserve, the generator takes the responsibility of the ancil-

lary service through the LFC, and the ESS should launch
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FIGURE 15. The response of ESS aggregation model - the number of
parallel ESS change under AGC operation (short term, primary control;
long term, secondary control).

the energy management. Thus, the droop control with SOC

feedback method can be explained as a negative LFC.

Fig. 15 visually presents a harmonious operation between

the ESSs and generators. The fleet of ESSs supports the

power for the short term, as indicated in Fig. 15(b), and

lessens the frequency deviation, as shown in Fig. 15(a).

For the longer term, the LFC operation is carried out to

recover the frequency to a nominal value, and FR ESS with

SOC feedback manages its energy by adjusting the SOC to

the center value shown in Fig. 15(c).

V. EFFECTIVENESS OF ESS ON POWER SYSTEM WITH

LOW INERTIA

A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENTS

The power network is designed based on the Australian

Future Grid Scenario [41], [42], as can be seen in Fig. 16.

In this system, most of the concentrating solar thermal power

Plants (CSPs) are located in the central area of Australia,

and wind power plants (WPPs) are spread along the coast,

especially in the south of Australia.

Because fewer conventional generators are in opera-

tion, the inertia constant of the network is reduced from

the original system to the cases shown in Table 4, and

the increase in the penetration level may increase the

vulnerability of frequency stability. The aggregated inertia

constants within the coherent generation areas can be calcu-

lated through (29).

Htot =

ngen
∑

i=1

Hini
Si

Sbase
(29)

FIGURE 16. The 14 generator model (simplified Australian system) based
on the Australian Future Grid Scenario.

where ngen is the number of generators, ni indicates the

number of ith generators, Si is the rating of the ith generator;

Hi stands for the inertia of the ith generator; and Sbase is the

base of the system.

In this system, we assume that all ESSs are owned

by the utility for service reliability and predictability. The

ESS operation method is solely for the frequency regulation

with the droop control with SOC feedback method.

B. RENEWABLE INTEGRATION

In this case, practical PV and WPP data are applied to the

system, as shown in Fig. 17(a) and (b), and the extremely

fluctuating renewable energy sources (RESs) increase the

power imbalance and frequency fluctuation problem; more-

over, the reduced inertia constant can alleviate the existing

problem.
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TABLE 4. System condition for bulk system.

FIGURE 17. Renewable fluctuation case on 14 generator model:
(a) PV power, (b) wind power, and (c) system frequency.

The governor and AGC actions cannot eliminate the high-

frequency band of system frequency; thus, if FR ESS with

SOC feedback covers higher frequency, the fluctuation of the

system frequency becomes much smoother.

The system frequency with and without an ESS is pre-

sented in Fig. 17(c). The contribution of the ESS in Fig. 17(c)

provides evidence of the explanation in Figs. 7 and (13); the

ESS eliminates and takes responsibility of the high-frequency

band; consequently, the fluctuations of the frequency devia-

tion decrease.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper expanded on the droop control with SOC feedback

method for grid services by clarifying the mathematical links

among the functional components via transfer functions, and

underlying mechanism though performance analysis based

on industry-friendly metrics. We thoroughly examined the

performance by changing the size and number of partici-

pating ESS with SOC feedback method: The scheme incor-

porates successfully multiple ESS and manages the SOC

to a desire level. In terms of power system operation at

high renewable penetration, we investigated the response

of the ESS on the governor system with droop and load

frequency control operation cases. The research outcome of

the study may lead to various promising applications for

future research and application in terms of EV, power smooth-

ing, multi-functional applications. As ascertained from the

studies above, the ESS with the proposed scheme effec-

tively compensates the frequency in harmony with incumbent

sources for frequency regulation services while maintaining

the desired SOC.
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